
 

 

Homily: The Second Sunday in Lent 13 march 2022 

Theme…The FACE 

INTRODUCTION 

 My human face is very important. Take a look at the multi-

billion dollar cosmetic industry today as well as plastic surgery. 

To remember someone is to remember their face. When I don’t 

remember their face that person becomes a shadow. 

 My face always reveals who I am,--- amazing the different 

expressions that can be seen on my face. That’s why faces can 

be an interesting study. My face always reveals who I am and 

what life has done to me. This explains why I use the word 

‘face’ in talking about others. 

   Sometimes we say you should have seen his/her  face 

when I said this.--- In other words on my face is often written 

inside,--- how I really am,---whether I  am happy ,---or sad,--- 

shocked---- or indifferent .  

 We talk about losing face and ‘saving grace! What is at 

stake ---  MY REPUTATION . We sometimes say---,that person is 

‘two faced. ‘ 



I may say that person is ‘TWO-FACED.  This is a very serious 

thing to say .It implies someone is deceitful.  

 When I say that person is ‘faceless ’.This implies they are 

hiding behind others ,or behind the system and are too 

cowardly to come out from the shadows and take responsibility 

for their actions. 

 Each one of us here have  many faces. --- At different 

times I wear the face of HAPPINESS—or SADNESS---COURAGE 

or FEAR ---PEACE or UNREST ---HOPE or DESPAIR --- WEARINESS 

or RELAXATION--- JOY or PAIN---- FRIENDSHIP or HOSTILITY 

.There is nothing to be  ashamed in all of this . It is part of being 

human. The only thing I should be ashamed of is a FALSE FACE. 

These other faces are very real. They tell the truth, whereas the 

false face tells a lie.  

 Sometimes I am afraid to be seen in my weakness. Hence 

the need always to wear a smile, even when I am crying in the 

inside. 

AMEN 

 

 


